From Fig. 1 , it is clear that the parameters in the APC model can be identified only if an additional constraint is imposed. The specific choice of this constraint is arbitrary, if it is not motivated from subject-specific considerations, and will obviously influence the resulting estimates. Luo identifies the IE as an approach that uses a specific linear constraint, as arbitrary as any other constraint. We are somewhat puzzled to see that the IE has received so much attention in the sociological literature even though, by its very nature, the identifiability problem cannot be solved. In addition, as Luo points out, the IE dates back to a suggestion by Kupper et al. (1983 Kupper et al. ( :2797 , so it is not even new.
The preceding discussion makes clear that it does not make sense to see whether the "true" but unidentifiable APC effects are estimated "unbiasedly," "consistently," "efficiently," or similarly, and Luo rightly criticizes Yang et al. (2008) for doing that (see Luo's footnote 6). However, then Luo walks into the same statistical quicksand, investigating through simulation whether certain age, period, and cohort effects can be revealed under different constraints. She considers scenarios in which the IE performs worse than other constraints, but it does not make sense to perform such simulation studies in the first place, either in Yang et al. (2008) or in the Luo article. We are not convinced that such an approach is "particularly helpful for nontechnical researchers." It will just increase confusion.
We were surprised to see that the basic age-period-cohort model is still the main focus of the current discussion. The statistical and biostatistical literature has looked in recent years at several important extensions of this formulation, which seem to have relevance also in sociological and demographic applications. For example, Holford (2006) discussed extensions to the common case in which the interval widths are not the same for age and period, and additional identifiability problems arise. Riebler and Held (2010) developed APC methodology for the analysis of multiple outcomes. In contrast to the standard APC model, this extension allows to identify time trends under certain assumptions. Indeed, if at least one set of parameters-for example, the age effects-are assumed to be the same across outcomes, differences of the other time effects between outcomes are identifiable and interpretable as log relative risks. The estimated effects can be smoothed using either a Bayesian (Riebler and Held 2010) or a frequentist approach. Thus, the analysis of multiple outcomes circumvents the identifiability problem of the standard APC model, provides interpretable parameter estimates, and seems to deserve further attention in epidemiological and sociological research. For a recent application with particular focus on prediction, see Riebler et al. (2012) . Fig. 1 Equivalent patterns of age, period, and cohort effects. Rotating the period effects in a certain direction with a corresponding rotation of age and cohort effects in the opposite direction does not affect the model fit
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